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INTRODUCTION
AKARYN Hotel Group is an innovative hospitality management company catering to like
minded owners and developers of hotels and resorts in and around Asia.

Rewarding Lifestyles
Our defining mantra is ‘rewarding lifestyles’. We go beyond simply creating and managing
resorts to fostering unique environments that exceed expectations in terms of design,
intuitive service and luxurious ambience.

Destinations Offering Rejuvenation and Fulfillment
We understand that running unique resorts demands higher standards of expertise,
experience and efficiency than operating traditional hotels. This intimate knowledge is the
direct result of having created our own critically acclaimed resorts.
“We create destinations where the finer things in life
shine bright. We offer our guests unique experiences
and deliver on our promises through a commitment to
innovation, respect for community, and warm and
intelligent hospitality, always from the heart.”

Anchalika Kijkanakorn
Founder of AKARYN Hotel Group
Chairman of the Board,
Small Luxury Hotels of the World
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CORE VALUES

Winning Spirit

Passion

Innovation

Respect

Set the bar high, and get a running

We care about what we do, put our

We don’t need to think outside the

We celebrate our differences and value

start. Focus the mind, and have faith

hearts,minds and full attention into

box. We were never inside it. We

the opinions of others and understand

in its power. Success feeds success,

doing it well and believe the best is yet

believe inspiration is to be found

how stories have two sides. Our word

empowerment is empowering.

to come. Energy, enthusiasm, verve,

in unexpected places. We remove

is our bond. Above all, we are loyal to

Obstacles? Of course.

brio: These are our watchwords.

ourselves from the norm and create

our friends and stakeholders.

We shall overcome.

the exceptional.

our core values extend through every part of our operations
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inspired partnerships, radiant Results
Through a consulting basis or through a direct management agreement.
Our services range from financial and feasibility studies to pre-opening
consultation, and to operating and marketing unique luxury hotels and resorts,

Our Services:
• Pre-opening consultancy and
technical services
• Management contracts for existing hotels,
resorts & estates

Core Competencies:
• Sales & marketing offices in
11 key world cities

17
24
200

350

sales & PR offices covering key markets
hour call centres across
the globe for reservations
combined years of hospitality
accounting and auditing expertise
combined years of hospitality management
experience from professional hoteliers

• Central reservations call centre
• Accounting, Internal Control and
audit excellence
• Human resources and training
• World class standard operating
procedures

AKARYN Hotel Group partners with owners and investors to

maximize property values and returns
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sales and marketing

Our centre of excellence for sales & marketing, voice reservation, GDS and
internet sales, is based in Bangkok.
Our dedicated team ensures that new developments get off to a flying start
and achieve budgeted occupancy and average room rate from year one
onwards by:
- Working with an extensive network of sales and marketing
offices located in nine key markets around the globe.
- Pooling resources among all hotels to attend all prestigious
international tradeshows guaranteeing an efficient access to
the global travel markets.
• ITB Berlin
• TTM Thailand
• Virtuoso Travel Mart USA
• SLH Roadshows:
Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, UK, Japan
• LUXPERIENCE Australia

Sales & PR Offices
• Thailand
• China
• Hong Kong
• Singapore
• Malaysia
• Japan
• Taiwan
• India
• Australia

• New Zealand
• Middle East
• Germany
• Austria
• Switzerland
• Spain
• Portugal
• Italy
• France

• UK
• Ireland
• USA
• Latin America
• Canada

global representation through all key markets
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CENTRAL RESERVATIONS CENTER / CALL CENTER

GDS
Global Distribution
System

SEO
Optimized Website
Mobile Site
Social Media

Our central reservations centre, located in Bangkok, is the
heart of our efficient services. This extends to fast and proactive
bookings for enquiries as well as managing special requests
and questions related to services and information. We offer a
IBE
Internet
Booking

Bangkok Call
Center 7am-8pm
24 hours through SLH
All Languages
Available

personal touch with guests speaking to knowledgeable and
empowered staff.
Our latest technology allows us to serve you at any time and
you can be sure that you can get the answer with just one stop.
No need to make lots of calls – let us make it easy for you!

Creating the first part of the experience by providing

friendly efficient booking services
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ACCOUNTING, INTERNAL CONTROL AND AUDIT

On time and accurate reporting is key to profitable and successful
operations. Our accounting, controlling and audit teams are GAAP
compliant, with solid Financial Controllership that keeps close to the
pulse of operations.
Transparency and accountability are our by words and what we strive to
achieve always on-time and Accurately.
All of our accounts and procedures of the highest international standards:
• IFRS for International Financial Reporting standards
• TFRS of Thai Financial Reporting standards
• Thai GAAP / US GAAP
• USALI (Uniform System of Accounts for the Lodging industry

		

Applying the highest international standards to all procedures,ensuring

clarity, accuracy & controllership
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HUMAN RESOURCES AND TRAINING
Core Talents
We invest in core talents that benefit across all properties, so the individual
units wont have to. Our best and most creative pool are shared across the
group, empowering every unit with the best service and hospitality minds
in the industry.
Training
We believe in constant and continual on the job training so that all members
of staff are aware of the ever evolving measures of standards and are sharp
to react to all of our guests needs, consistently.
Supporting Local
We hire locally to empower and provide economic advancements to the
local areas in which we operate. We integrate seamlessly into the fabric of
the community.
Procedures
We have developed World Class Standard Operating Procedures, through
each of our resorts ensuring that every process of our operations runs
smoothly 24 hours a day, year on year.

Multi disciplined leaders in the hospitality industry, driving revenues and service standards

ensuring your investments success
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EPICUREAN LIFESTYLE
EPICUREAN
LIFESTYLE

“AKARYN Hotel Group offers an Epicurean Lifestyle, we deliver a world class
dining
through
extra
ordinary
concepts
& state
of the art
“AHMS- The Collection offers an Epicureanexperience
Lifestyle, we
deliverinnovative,
a world class
dining
experience
through
innovative,
extra ordinary concepts and state of the artspa
spa&&wellness
wellnessprogrammes
programmesthat
thatare
areon
onthe
thecutting-edge
cuttingedge of
of wellness
wellness globally.”
globally”

Anchalika Kijkanakorn
the Brandson
ofthe
Akaryn
Hotel
Group
Anchalikaon
Kijkanakorn
Brands
of AHMS
.

Akaryn- The
Hotel
Group - Company
Profile
AHMS
Collection
- Company
Profile
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EPICUREAN PROFESSIONALS

Dining at one of AKARYN Hotel Group’s resorts promises

Our team of multi-disciplined food and beverage professionals, delivers this promise through:

something deliciously different, gastronomic epiphanies are our
stock in trade.
We pride ourselves on finding the freshest ingredients,
whether they are derived from a resort’s own organic farm
or from locally grown fruit and vegetable gardens. Specific
international ingredients are sourced from a reliable select
database of suppliers, who only supply the best, freshest
quality produce.
Ever conscious of preserving our beautiful planet, AKARYN Hotel
Group brings guests an enticing choice of seasonal, local and
organic or SLOW – food across all menus. Our inspirational
executive chefs and their talented teams are committed to
concocting menus that offer delectable dishes that will tempt the
most discerning of palates.

Concept:

Product:

Location:

Innovative dining experiences
and alternative concepts for
your property.

Delivering both amazing food

The best dining location in

and service to complete the

which ever destination we

dining experience.		

operate in.

Creating an epicurean destination at your property to provide

memorable experiences & high volume turn over
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LEADERS IN WELLNESS
AKARYN Hotel Group provides the leading destination Spa concept with a unique combination of
cutting-edge treatments and a philosophy of ‘sustainable path to happiness’.
Our Team of Spa and Wellness professionals provide full set up from pre-opening to operations,
offering exclusive products sourced from around the globe to ensure treatments that work,
delivering results which keep our clientele coming back time and time again. We take a fully
encompassing approach to well-being and create an all rounded wellness experience that is
balanced and sustainable, so that guests can continue to successfully implement it throughout their
lives even after they have left the retreat.
Happiness is created through six fundamentals that co-exist in balance and harmony:• Healthy Diet
• Movement &amp; Active Lifestyle
• Sleep, Rest &amp; Recovery
• Mindfulness
• Human Connection
• Pampering
Sustainable Path to Happiness

Reinforcing a epicurean lifestyle experience through

wellness programs that work
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MATRIMONIAL BLISS

Getting married on a private powder sand beach with palm
trees swaying overhead, balmy breezes and a sparkling
azure sea as backdrop was once the stuff of distant dreams.
At AKARYN Hotel Group, our professional team of wedding
planners can make it a reality and do all the hard work for our
valued guests.
Great weddings begin with a proper conversation. We listen
to our guests’ dreams, then we use all of our experience
and instinct to create a wedding straight out of every bride’s
fantasy. It begins with a long heart to heart with one of our
experienced Wedding Concierge, who will guide each couple
through the decision making process and answer preliminary
questions on logistics, travel arrangements, florists, musicians,
photographers and more.

Delivering a dream destination wedding through

attention to detail and personalization
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OUR BRANDS
AKARYN Hotel Group comprises of 5 brands, each
with their own unique brand identity & personality
which reach our guests, creating lifelong memories.

“Our Brands are not segmented as 5 star or 4 stars,
but rather how each brand reaches our discerning
and different guests, who are searching for their own
personal unique experiences.”

Anchalika Kijkanakorn on the Brands
of AKARYN Hotel Group

we reach our guests on a deeper level by creating experiences
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OUR BRANDS

Aleenta – a celebration of a Rewarding Life … renowned for its beautiful,
pristine beaches and utterly comfortable ambience that draws guests back
time and again.
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OUR BRANDS

Personality
Like a friend’s luxurious beach house, that evokes
a strong ‘Outdoor Living- In” concept and an even
stronger affinity for the environment.
Lifestyle
Perfect locations for a relaxing family holiday,
a romantic getaway, or dream wedding in paradise.

a rewarding life
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Pure & Simple

Young & Natural

Restful & Calm

Charming & Inviting

Aleenta Resorts & Spas are intimate, private and award-winning boutique resort hotels with suites, pool villas and
lavish beachfront retreats united by their celebration of life’s finer things: wining and dining that exemplifies the essence
of ‘Epicurean’, spa experiences informed by a philosophy of wellness that works, personalised services, & dream
weddings delivered with great attention to detail.

outdoor living - in
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OUR BRANDS

We rest the akyra brand on a vision and belief system that we consider to
be worth sharing with our guests and friends. The brand personality, lifestyle
and pillars provide emotional and functional guidelines for the expression of

akyra - Discover the Passion.
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OUR BRANDS

Personality
Avant-garde city hotels and very chilled resorts defined
by smart technology, dynamic design destinations
for their funk, flair and experimental approach, and
happening locations where the young at heart intersect
and connect.
Lifestyle
Individuals with opinions, did-it-my-way mavericks,
forward thinkers and lateral thinkers, young dynamic
and energetic metrosexuals, celebrating, creating,
recuperating.

discover the passion
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OUR BRANDS

Wild & Beautiful

Exotic & Passionate

Rooted & Strong

Open & Spirited

is sanskrit for ‘source of light’ or the sun itself. It represents the tangible: the crystalline dazzle of the midday sun, the bright promise of
the here and now, the real deal. Things we can hold in the palm of our hand, and experiences to be grasped with both hands.
Discover the Passion

for the spirited
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OUR BRANDS

Inspired by the life-experience of a founder whose ambition is to co-create
a real change in others, AYURAH Wellness aims to provide a space where
guests can retreat, recover and advance from the challenges of modern - day
living.

SUSTAINABLE PATH TO HAPPINESS
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OUR BRANDS

Personality
AYURAH Wellness’s philosophy is best described
as ‘Sustainable wellness to happiness’. Our guests
are supported by a team who live-by the philosophy,
understand the core principal, and drive a focus on
guest wellbeing, and their overall experience.
Lifestyle
Hedonists in search of blissful escapes. Realists for
whom time is the most valued currency and who
pursue experiences that don’t just feel good, but do
some good. These are the two faces of the AYURAH
aficionado. And these are the twin threads that inform
our story and guide our approach.

SUSTAINABLE PATH TO HAPPINESS
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OUR BRANDS

Healthy Diet

Movement & Active Lifestyle

Mindfulness

Pampering

Sleep, Rest & Recovery

Human Connection

Through the six core pillars, AYURAH Wellness creates an all-rounded wellness experience that is balanced and sustainable,
so that guests can continue to successfully implement it throughout their lives even after they have left the retreat.

SUSTAINABLE PATH TO HAPPINESS
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OUR BRANDS

We rest the GALLERIA brand on a vision and belief system that we
consider to be worth sharing with our guests and friends. The brand
personality, lifestyle and pillars provide emotional and functional guidelines for
the expression of GALLERIA- Accesorizing the Experience
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OUR BRANDS

Memorable & forever

World Class

Unique & Individual

Quint Essential

Imagine a small but perfectly formed emporium of the latest resort wear, legendary footwear, fabulous headgear, jewellery, arts,
Accesorizing the experience sounds, artisinal items and everything you might require to accessorise on the fly. Need to dress up for an unforeseen night of
fine dining? Want to dress down in something new and absolutely fabulous? Replenish your beach essentials?

accesorizing the experience
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

“From the day of inception, Akaryn Hotel Group has supported
Mother Nature & continues to do so, by doing so, we respect and
benefit the Local Communities in which we operate.
”Anchalika Kijkanakorn” on Pure Blue Foundation.
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A
AND
THE
LOCAL
COMMUNITY
A PARNERSHIP
PARNERSHIPWITH
WITHNATURE
NATURE
AND
THE
LOCAL
COMMUNITY
Becoming an AKARYN partner in a branded property is a
commitment
be part
of inthe
SolutionAHMS
and not the problem.
Becoming antoAHMS
partner
a branded
Through
Pure Blue Foundation
ensure that the beauty of
propertythe
is a commitment
to be part of we
the Solution
and not
Pure Blue
nature
thatthe
we problem.
encroachThrough
upon is the
preserved
for future generations.
Foundation
we
ensure
that
the
beauty
of
nature
Our co-operations with the local communities of our locations,
that we encroach upon is preserved for future
ensure
a long term success for the enviroment and the greater good.
generations. Our co-operations with the local
communities
of our inlocations,
a long term
Each
resort works
marine ensure
conservation
and community action
success for the enviroment and the greater good.
projects to benefit their destinations, from saving endangered
marine turtles to restoring coral reefs and organic farming. We focus
Each resort works in marine conservation and
oncommunity
education, action
instillingprojects
in the next
an awareness of the
to generation
benefit their
fragility
of
ecosystems
and
a
reverence
for
nature.
Above all, we
destinations, from saving endangered marine
bequeath
the tools,
knowledge
and organic
opportunities to help.
turtles tothem
restoring
coral
reefs and
farming. We focus on education, instilling in the
Central
to our offering
is that we
practice
hospitality,
next generation
an awareness
of the
fragilityresponsible
of
ecosystems
anddo
a not
reverence
Above
which
means we
just talkforthenature.
talk, but
tirelessly walk the walk
all,
we
bequeath
them
the
tools,
knowledge
and
by strictly adhering to the environmental policies set at each resort
to help.
toopportunities
ensure it is run
sustainably, effectively and efficiently and in tune

with nature.
Central to our offering is that we practice
responsible hospitality, which means we do not
AKARYN
Hotel Group has recently launched the first single-use
just talk the talk, but tirelessly walk the walk by
plastic-free hotel in Asia, akyra TAS Sukhumvit Bangkok, and
strictly adhering to the environmental policies
aims
to become the first hotel company with no single-use
set at each resort to ensure it is run sustainably,
plastic
by 2020.
effectively
and efficiently – and in tune with nature.

a commitment to sustainability to ensure experiences A commitment to sustainability to ensure
for future generationsexperiences for future generations
AHMS - The Collection - Company Profile
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta phuket - phangnga resort & spa - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta phuket - phangnga resort & spa - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta phuket - phangnga resort & spa - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta phuket - phangnga resort & spa - the edge restaurant
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta phuket - phangnga resort & spa - the natai restaurant
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta hua hin - pranburi resort & spa - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta hua hin - pranburi resort & spa - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta hua hin - pranburi resort & spa - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra manor chiang mai - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra manor chiang mai - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra manor chiang mai - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra manor chiang mai - italics restaurant
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra manor chiang mai - rise bar
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra thonglor bangkok - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra thonglor bangkok - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra thonglor bangkok - som tam & chardonnay restaurant
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra thonglor bangkok - presidente lounge
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra thonglor bangkok - 008 bar
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra hoi an - vietnam
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra hoi an - vietnam
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THE PROPERTIES

akyra hoi an - vietnam
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta chiang mai - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta chiang mai - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta chiang mai - thailand
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THE PROPERTIES

aleenta bali - indonesia
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THE PROPERTIES

urban legends – bangkok
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THE PROPERTIES

urban legends – bangkok
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THE A TEAM
Anchalika
Kijkanakorn

Thankamon
Choosuk

Kachanuch
Pikulkaew

Founder and Managing Director
AKARYN Hotel Group

Group Financial Controller
AKARYN Hotel Group

Group Human Resources
Process Manager
AKARYN Hotel Group

Financier turned boutique hotel developer, Anchalika
Kijkanakorn, is the mind behind a unique Thai hospitality
brand called AKARYN HOTEL GROUP, which is
responsible for the introduction of several stylish, intimate
resorts located in stunning destinations around her
homeland and beyond. Anchalika’s dynamic approach to
business is coupled with a gift for launching and nurturing
new concepts. She honed her skills with an international
education that led to a BA in Marketing from the University
of Texas and an MBA in International Business from the
University of South Carolina. A diverse career followed that
saw her hold various leadership roles, including ten years
with GE Capital, as she specialised in audit, consulting,
mergers and acquisitions, financial control, and managed
teams across Asia, Europe and the Unites States.
Anchalika has an intuitive grasp of how to create hospitality
experiences that stand apart and she is passionate about
all her projects. She was the first Asian woman to serve
as the Chairman of the Board of the Small Luxury Hotels
of the World (SLH), a collection of over 570 independently
owned luxury hotels worldwide. She is a mother of
two young children and speaks fluent Thai, English,
conversational French and basic Cantonese.

Thankamon Choosuk joins AKARYN Hotel Group with a
career that includes 12 years with various hotels such as
Phuvaree Resort Phuket, Maikhao Dream Resort & Spa
Natai, Phuvaree Resort Patong, and many more. She is
an experienced Financial Controller with a demonstrated
history of working in the Accounting & Finance field. She
is skilled in Management Accounting, Auditing, Variance
Analysis, Financial Analysis, and Accounting.
K. Thankamon has a strong accounting professional
graduated from higher vocational Diploma of Business
and Administration in Accounting, as well as Certificate of
Business Administration in Accounting

A graduated from St John’s University, Kachanuch holds
a Bachelor’s Degree in Business Administration, with a
major in Management and has 10 years of professional
experience in Human Resources. Her career has included
positions with Sawasdee & Woraburi Group, which
operated 15 hotels in Thailand, in this role she gained a
strong understanding of Organizational Management, and
worked on several initiatives aligned with group strategies
and business development.
She has also been involved in developing training plans,
as well as the facilitation and management of skills
development. Adept at problem solving, decision-making
and staff motivation, Kachanuch has the ability to maintain
a high level of staff morale, even during corporate
mergers. She brings her profound knowledge to her role
as Group Human Resources Process Manager for Akaryn
Hotel Group, leading and contributing to the HR team’
ongoing activities and initiatives.
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THE A TEAM
Matthieu
Monzat

Stephanie Tan
Chiann Yien

Group Revenue Manager
AKARYN Hotel Group

Group Marketing &
Communications Manager
AKARYN Hotel Group

Made in France, Matthieu holds a master degree in
Marketing and Business Development. After 10 years
working for a leading retail company in Paris, he moved
to South East Asia and settled down in Vietnam. There,
he built a strong knowledge in luxury fashion and retail
for a local brand. Always eager to develop his skills and
knowledge, he pursued his career in the same field by
leading the strategic planning department, and later
joining the Board of Management.
The journey continued in Thailand in 2018 when Matthieu
joined AKARYN Hotel group as Cluster Revenue Manager.
Incorporating his past experiences into this new role, he
implements revenue management strategies, manages
e-commerce projects and processes in all the hotels.
With his customer-focus mindset, Matthieu performs
competitive benchmark studies and follow market trends,
while ensuring all related systems are configured correctly,
validated and working to full capacity

After contributing to the growth and success of the
organization Stephanie Tan had been working with for the
past 8 years as an Advertising and Promotions Manager
in a leading shopping mall in Malaysia, she sought a new
career that gives her new challenges.
Stephanie Tan is goal-driven and competitive, with
past experiences encompassing project management,
strategic planning, and building strong business
relationships between the organization and clients. As a
Communications Manager for AKARYN Hotel Group, she
helps in the implementation and execution of marketing
and communications strategies that achieve the goals
related to the ideal market mix, brand status, direct sales,
advertising, social media, and brand marketing efforts.

Geoff
Clark
Corporate Chef and F&B
AKARYN Hotel Group

Geoffrey Clark has over 12 years of experiences within
Asia at various positions from of Group Operations, Resort
manager, EAM, F&B Director & Executive Chef.
Geoffrey has a strong experience in pre-openings, reopenings,resort concept design, project management
and due diligence, with Australian and int ernational
experience within numerous luxury resorts, corporate
hotels and island destinations, such as the Marriott Hotel,
Surfers Paradise (pre-opening team), Sheraton Mirage
Resort (Horizons Fine Dining), Intercontinental Hotels,
Nautilus Island (pre-opening team 2018), Baros Island
(refurbishment F&B operation 2017), Milaidhoo Island
(pre-opening team 2016), Café del Mar Australasia and
many more.
His credentials extend to computer competency, HACCP
certification and implementation. With a strong lead by
example attitude and encouragement of team interactivity,
he possesses excellent staff development skills, financial
budgetary control, forecasting, strategic sales and
marketing initiatives.
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THE A TEAM
Khaewalee
Chuaynukul

Kanchalika
Meesuk

Christian
Zunk

Group Director of Sales
AKARYN Hotel Group

Group Spa & Wellness Manager
AKARYN Hotel Group

General Manager
akyra Thonglor Hotel
Bangkok, Thailand

Khaewalee Chuaynukul is a highly-skilled sales and
marketing professional with 19 years of experience. She
joined AKARYN Hotel Group as the senior executive
in charge of the company’s direct and indirect sales
efforts, strategic partnerships, and business development
strategies.

Kanchalika Meesuk is an holistic doctor with an Alternative
Medicine License and over 18 years of experience in the
spa, wellness and hospitality sectors. She specialises in
traditional Thai medicine and oriental healing massage
therapies, holistic Tibetan and crystal sound healing, as
well as the “four elements” and chakra balancing.

K. Khaewalee’s distinguished career includes resultsoriented roles at Omnigrace Thailand and Centara Krabi
Grand Beach. Before joining AKARYN Hotel Group,
K. Khaewalee most recently was Assistant Director of
Sales in the MICE and Corporate Division for Sofitel
Krabi Phokeethra Golf & Spa Resort, managing the
implementation of the hotel’s sales and marketing
strategies and achieving budgeted top line revenue for the
hotels.

Khun Kanchalika believes in combining healthy eating and
natural herbs with body work, including bone setting, Thai
massage, acupressure and passive stretching. Her main
focus is on the pathways of movement in the body, such
as tendons, ligaments, nerves and circulatory vessels.

She has a high degree of commercial awareness with
excellent sales and negotiation skills. And with her skills
and experiences, she will add considerable value to
AKARYN Hotel Group and help the company to achieve
even greater levels of excellence.

With business school degree and profound experience in
hotel management, Christian Zunk gains the opportunity
in the leading role for the newly launched akyra Thonglor
Bangkok.
Before moving back to Bangkok for his third senior
management posting, he was leading the team of
Anantara Golden Triangle Elephant Camp & Resort in
Chiang Rai, where he worked for nearly five years, and
before that he helmed another high-end boutique resort
in Abu Dhabi.
In his 22 years of professional experience, the state-certified
Hotel Manager has worked with Forte, Sofitel, and
Kempinski hotels across his native Germany, as well as
stints with Four Seasons in New York and Hawaii.
Christian’s great passion in hotel industry and hotel
re-branding experience are arguably the perfect elements
in elevating the urban hotel to be the best in the most
happening enclave in Bangkok.
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THE A TEAM
Christophe
Gestin

Jiraporn
Weerasakul

General Manager
akyra Manor Hotel
Chiang Mai, Thailand

Resident Manager
ALEENTA PHUKET-PHANG NGA
RESORT & SPA

Christophe brings over 10 years working experience in
Thailand holding senior and executive positions in both
5-star boutique luxury properties as such of akyra Manor
Chiang Mai and AKARYN Resort & Spa Koh Samui, as
well as international branded hotels as such of Centara
Grand Phuket.
Since the opening of akyra Manor Chiang Mai in late
2015, under Christophe Gestin’s guidance, the hotel has
won the prestigious World Luxury Hotel Awards, Thailand
Boutique Hotel Awards, Top 20 Hotels of APAC by
TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice and many more.
Prior to Thailand, Christophe developed his skills and
managerial style in France and Germany with extensive
expertise in Food & Beverage management, bar and
restaurant renovations, wedding and events management
and pre-openings of resorts.
Christophe holds a master degree in Hospitality and
Catering Management from France, as well as a
profession on Hotel Real Estate Investments and Asset
Management certified by Cornell University. He is fluent
in French and English with a fair ability for Spanish,
German and Thai communications.

Jiraporn Weerasakul is a homegrown leader who rises
through the rank and pushed the glass ceiling of hotel
management through her merits over the past 12
years with AKARYN Hotel Group. She started in 2009
as a Guest Service Agent Supervisor and through her
dedication and tenacity, built her experience and gained
support from everyone who works with her and for her.
She was promoted in 2012 as Assistant Front Office
Manager and in 2015 as Front Office Manager.
In 2017, she became Room Division Manager, looking
after not only Front Office and most of hotel operations
with exception of Food & Beverages. In 2019, she serves
at the Executive Assistant Manager to the GM and finally
in 2020, she has been promoted to the Resident Manger
position.
K. Jiraporn's ability to mobilise the team, her attention
to detail, her in-depth knowledge of the brand from the
ground up, makes her a true leader that everyone can
stand behind.
She also instrumental in implementing the Aleenta
Wellness Program in 2019
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

Conde Nast Traveler's Awards 2020

World Luxury Spa Awards

Top 20 Resorts in Thailand

2019 Country Winner for Luxury Spa Group

Aleenta Phuket-Phang Nga Resort & Spa

Ayurah Spa & Wellness

Conde Nast Traveler Reader’s Choice Awards
2019 #8 Top 20 Resorts in Thailand
Aleenta Phuket-Phang Nga Resort & Spa

World Luxury Hotel Awards
2019 Southeast Asia Winner
Luxury Boutique Hotel
akyra Manor Chiang Mai

World Luxury Hotel Awards
Conde Nast Traveler Reader’s Choice Awards

2018 Southeast Asia Winner

2019 #17 Top 20 Resorts in Thailand

Luxury Adult Beach Resort

akyra Beach Resort Phuket

akyra Beach Resort Phuket
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

2019 Best In Travel Poll by Smart Travel Asia
Top 25 for Best Leisure Hotels
akyra Thonglor Bangkok

2019 Best In Travel Poll by Smart Travel Asia
#8 Best Value Hotels
akyra TAS Sukhumvit Bangkok

Haute Grandeur Global Spa Awards
2017 Winner: Best Signature Spa
Treatment in Thailand
Ayurah Spa & Wellness

Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards
2017 Winner: Best All Suite Hotel on
a Global level & Best Boutique Hotel in Thailand
akyra Manor Chiang Mai

2018 Responsible Thailand Awards at World
Travel Market
‘Green Steps’ Winner
AKARYN Hotel Group
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AWARDS
Akaryn Hotel Group is honoured to have been recognized for our efforts in sustainable hospitality as well as indulgent luxury.
Prestigious awards and recognitions that we are honoured to have received include:
• Winner of Boutique Hotel Awards 2019 : Southeast Asia’s Best Beach or Coastal Hotel
• Winner of 2019 World Luxury Hotel Awards
• Winner of 2019 World Luxury Spa Awards			
• 2019 Conde Nast traveler Reader’s Choice Awards: Top 20 Resorts in Thailand
• Smart Travel Asia Awards - 2019 Best in Travel: Top 25 Best Leisure Hotels
• Smart Travel Asia Awards - 2019 Best in Travel: No.8 for Best Value Hotels
• Winner of 2019 – Southeast Asia’s Best Beach or Coastal Hotels			
• Winner of Luxury Lifestyle Awards 2019				
• Winner of 2018 World Luxury Hotel Awards
• Haute Grandeur Global Spa Awards 2018
• Winner of the 2018 ResponsibleThailand Awards, 'Green Steps' category
• Smart Travel Asia Awards - Best in Travel 2018: Top 25 Hotels for Families
• The Bizz by World Confederation of Business 2017 Winner
• World Luxury Hotel Awards 2017 Winner
• Smart Travel Asia Awards - Best in Travel 2017: Top 25 Leisure Hotels & Top 25 Family Hotels
• Exotiq Thailand - Best of Best 2017: GOLD Award Winner for Krabi & Phang Nga’s Best Boutique Hotel
• Exotiq Thailand - Best of Best 2017: GOLD Award Winner for Chiang Mai’s Best Boutique Hotel
• Exotiq Thailand - Best of Best 2017: SILVER Award Winner for Hua Hin’s Best Boutique Hotel
• Winner for World Luxury Spa Awards 2017
• Haute Grandeur Global Spa Awards 2017: Best Signature Spa Treatment, Best Health & Wellness Spa in Thailand
• Haute Grandeur Global Hotel Awards 2017: Best Boutique Hotel in Thailand & Best All Suite Hotel on a Global Level
• Winner of The Bizz 2017 by World Confederation of Business
• Travel + Leisure Top 50 Destinations to visit in 2017
• TripAdvisor Traveller’s Choice 2017
• Thailand Boutique Hotel Awards 2016-2017 Winner
• World Luxury Hotel Awards 2016 Winner
• Trip Advisor Certificate of Excellence 2016
• International Hotel Awards 2016
• World Luxury Spa Awards 2016 Winner
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AWARDS
• Ahead Asia Award 2017 - Winner of Guest Rooms
• Thailand Tatler Best Restaurants 2016
• Best in Travel 2016 - Hot 25 Leisure Hotels by Smart Travel Asia
• Thailand Property Awards 2015; Winner of Best Hotel Interior Design
• Thailand Property Awards 2015; Highly Recommended of Best Hotel Architectural Design
• Thailand Property Awards 2015; Highly Recommended of Best Hotel Development
• Voted in top 50 Philanthropists - Forbes Asia
• Best Luxury Beach Resort - Thailand by the LUX 2015 Hotel & Spa Awards
• International Hotel Awards, 5* award in Resort Hotel, Spa Hotel & Sustainable Hotel for Thailand in the Asia Pacific region 2014
• Best in Travel 2014 - Hot 25 Leisure Hotels by Smart Travel Asia
• Best Design Hotel 2014 - China Gold Plate Awards
• Quality Person of the Year Award 2013 – Ms Anchalika Kijkanakorn
• Best Overseas Hotel Media Recommendation Award 2013 - 5th China Best Design Hotels
• Best Small Hotel Thailand - International Hotel Awards 2013
• Best Resort Thailand 2013 - International Hotel Awards 2013
• Best Sustainable Resort 2013 - International Hotel Awards 2013
• 2012 World Travel Awards nomination for Thailand’s Leading Boutique Hotel
• Best Sustainable Hotel Asia Pacific – International Hotel Awards (Bloomberg) 2011, 2012
• Best Small Hotel Asia Pacific - International Hotel Awards (Bloomberg) 2011, 2012
• Thailand Government Responsible Tourism Award 2011 – For Restoration and Conservation of the Local Environment
• Thailand’s Best Small Green Resort/Responsible Travel Awards at WTM 2010
• World’s Best Dream Resorts by Der Stern 2009
• Thailand’s Boutique Hotel Awards Prime Minister’s Award 2010
• Topped A List by TripAdvisor 2009
• Selected in Hot List and Hot Spa by Conde Nast Traveler, 2009
• Selected in Hot List Hot Table Asia by Conde Naste Traveler 2008
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• Selected in World’s Best Spa Resorts 2007 by Five Star Alliance
• Selected in Hot List and Hot Spa by Conde Nast Traveller 2007
• Voted 1 in Top 10 List by Luxury Travel Magazine 2007
• Voted on the Luxe List 2006 by DestinAsian magazine
• Voted Best Resort & Spa by Vogue magazine Spain 2005
• Voted Best Villa Resort by Lifestyle and Travel magazine 2005
• Voted 1 of 101 World’s Best Resorts by Conde Nast Traveler 2004-2005
• Voted in Top 20 Most Romantic Retreats in Asia by readers of DestinAsian magazine 2004
• 2020 Conde Nast Traveler's Awards 2020: Top 20 Resorts in Thailand
• Highly Commended in the Small Luxury Hotels Awards 2020: ‘Stay Small, Stay Considerate’
• Smart Travel Asia Awards - Best of the Decade Award 2020: Best Boutique Hotels ( Beach )
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INTUITIVE LUXURY
3 Soi Lardprao 95, Lardprao Road, Wangthonglang Bangkok 10310 Thailand
Tel +66 2 514 8112, Fax +66 2 514 8112, E-mail: contact@ahmshotels.com
www.akarynhotelgroup.com
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